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ABOUT THE TRANSFORMATION OF POLISH COMICS
Text: prof. Jerzy Szyłak

The 70s and 80s of the previous century were the golden era of Polish comics. Numerous comics were
published and the circulation reached a few hundred thousand copies (soaring to mind-blowing million
copies in case of the most popular ones). The exceptionally talented authors were successful at home and
abroad. This phenomenon did not occur spontaneously; however, it would not be true to say that the Polish
comics market of that time was deliberately orchestrated. Rather, this spectacular success was the outcome of
a combination of a number of factors, resulting from central planning and isolation of the Polish market.

The golden era of Polish comics
It has been widely acknowledged and repeated that comics in post-war Poland
was forbidden, like Coke, chewing gum and jazz, for being an American creation.
The truth is, quite a number of serialized comic strips were published between
1945 and 1956 (e.g. “Profesor Filutek” by Zbigniew Lengren, appearing since
1948), although the term “comics” was deliberately avoided, same as the use
of speech bubbles1. The strips were published in newspapers and magazines,
as comics was both a form of entertainment popular in the pre-war era and
a useful tool for political satire or propaganda – comic strips attracted readers
and conveyed ideological message effectively. On the other hand, there were
no more reprints of foreign works in the Polish press, as they were practically
unavailable. Western comics was heavily criticised. It was believed to be
the source of imperial propaganda, promoting fascism, full of outrageous
oversimplifications and harmful content.
In the sixties, the authorities became more lenient towards comics, but still
there was a preconception that it is a medium targeting only children, people
who are illiterate or not good at reading, as indicated in the “Encyclopedia
on the knowledge of books” issued in 19712. In this decade, isolation from
the West was weaker, but comics authors were still seeking own solutions
to the problem of how to use images to tell stories in an effective, fluent and
elegant manner. On the one hand, it was the outcome of the strive for originality,
but also, on the other hand, the fact that the conventional graphic solutions
utilized by Western artists (such as the use of different bubbles to represent the
character’s thoughts and speech or the use of a rounded frame to differentiate
between retrospections and current events) would not be recognizable for Polish
recipients who did not have a chance to familiarize themselves with and get
accustomed to such a convention. The fact that cultural policy in Poland at that
time was based on a principle of striving for the society being educated also
in terms of aesthetics was probably not without significance. American comic
books were criticized not only for the content, but also their kitsch form. Hence,
it was not desirable to imitate them in the home comics produce.
In 1970, Edward Gierek became the First Secretary of the ruling Polish United
Workers’ Party (PZPR). This nomination brought about numerous changes;
the state cultural policy included. The most significant change was granting
the society permission to use various forms of entertainment and to fulfil
consumption needs. The outcome was an increased number of publications
typically entertaining in nature, such as crime and sci-fi. The number of published
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comics also increased. At that time, “Relax” magazine became a symbol of
new quality. As Adam Rusek wrote: “Relax” magazine, issued since 1976, was
the first post-war magazine devoted solely to comics (“Nowy Świat Przygód”
and “Przygoda”, associated with this genre, had much more diverse character).
The objectives of the publisher (Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza) were not only
commercial, but also focused on education, propaganda and entertainment.
In the vision of its editors, “Relax” was supposed to be a magazine “for everyone”:
adults and children alike, affirming the welcoming of Western pop culture that
was typical for Gierek-era. In practice, it turned out that the magazine (which
never became a monthly) was popular among teenagers (12–17 years old) and
its message had to be adjusted to suit this age group. At the beginning, the
artistic director of the magazine was Grzegorz Rosiński (nowadays a famous
comics artist), followed by Ryszard Morawski and the comics series were created
by already renowned Polish artists (Rosiński, Janusz Christa, Jerzy Wróblewski).
Among the then-novice artists, the works of Marek Szyszko and Witold Parzydło
were published most frequently3.
The distinguished feature of that time was the appearance of books and articles
describing what Poles were still considering unattainable: world cinema, luxury
hotels, exotic countries, products of mass culture. Comics were also described,
with a great dose of criticism, but in a way which was not unanimously negative
anymore. In 1972, in the 6th issue of “Literatura Ludowa”, Janusz Dunin published
an article entitled “Prolegomena do komiksologii” (Introduction to Comicsology),
believed to have initiated Polish studies on this form of art4. Krzysztof Teodor
Toeplitz also wrote on comics, having compiled (along with Jerzy Kossak) the
anthology of reprints of the articles devoted to American pop culture, entitled:
“Super-ameryka: Szkice o kulturze i obyczajach” (Super-America: Sketches on
culture and customs) and included two texts on comics there. Others wrote
as well, with a special role of Jerzy Skarżyński – a painter, set designer and
lecturer of the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow. He was a great lover and expert
on comics, regularly visiting Lucca Festival and writing numerous articles
popularizing the art of telling stories with pictures for “Przekrój”.
The political change which followed in 1970 was violent and sudden, however in
the field of comics it was a step-by-step and nearly seamless process. Comics
appeared in the Polish press as early as the end of the fifties (Janusz Christa
published his first comics in a Gdańsk newspaper “Wieczór Wybrzeża” in 1958
and Jerzy Wróblewski cooperated with “Dziennik Wieczorny” from Bydgoszcz since
1959). The series “Tytus, Romek i A’ Tomek”, created by Henryk Jerzy Chmielewski,
was first published in 1957 in the nationwide magazine “Świat Młodych” and

then as separate books in 1966. The first episode of the comics crime series,
imprinted in the collective memory as “Kapitan Żbik” (although it did not have
any official title) was published in the autumn of 1968. Its fifth episode, “Diadem
Tamary” was drawn by Grzegorz Rosiński. The series “Podziemny front”, based
on a TV series of the same title, was published in 1969. The first (out of three)
volume of the comics adaptation of “Czterej pancerni i pies”, created by Szymon
Kobyliński, appeared in 1970 and “Kapitan Kloss”, a comics series based on the
TV series “Stawka większa niż życie” and drawn by the illustrator of “Podziemny
front”, Mieczysław Wiśniewski, was released in 1971.
In the 1970s, as in the previous decades, comics was used as a propaganda
tool, but the illustrators were also allowed to exercise entertainment freely.
As a result, not only the action, adventure or sci-fi comics came into being, but
also the ones based on nonsense sense of humour, like the pieces by Tadeusz
Baranowski which appeared in “Relax”, “Świat Młodych” and the teen magazine
“Razem”, before being published in a book form. The said permission not only
referred to the themes, but also the manner of presenting them. “Kajko i Kokosz”
series, by Janusz Christa, is a good example. In the first episodes, published
in “Wieczór Wybrzeża”, the author introduced the character of Jaga, a witch.
He had to prove, however, that magic did not exist, so the character uses
fraud and persuasion to make others think she holds supernatural powers.
It was only then that Jaga was able to do real magic: fly a broom, cast spells
and brew magic potions.
Although it was still not possible to publish Western comics in Poland, the ones
created by Polish illustrators for Western publishing houses were published in
Poland, too. “Relax” saw the first episodes of “Thorgal” series, drawn by Grzegorz
Rosiński to the script by Jean Van Hamme. In 1978, Krajowa Agencja Wydawnicza
published “Lądowanie w Andach” – the album was the first volume of the series
“Według Ericha von Dänikena”5 – drawn by Bogusław Polch and written by Arnold
Mostowicz and Alfred Górny. They were often invoked as the examples of how
professional comics should be made and helped Polch to commence, in the
1980s, the regular cooperation with “Fantastyka” magazine, where he published
a popular comic “Funky Koval” (written by Maciej Parowski and Jacek Rodek).

Other comics
The golden era of Polish comics, mainly the 1970s, is associated with the development of mainstream entertainment comics. It should be taken into account,
however, that the period saw many other achievements. One of them was the
Polish equivalent of the American underground comics, the other being the
development of comics for children, closely associated with the development
of illustration for kids. In the USA, underground comics emerged as a grassroot
editorial initiative: a number of authors started to independently publish and
unofficially release the comics containing forbidden topics and serious political
and social content6. Those comics quickly gained critical acclaim, as contesting
both the reality and the rules of mass culture and significantly widening the
artistic capabilities of the artistic genre they represented. Their appearance
marked the moment that comics started to be considered art.

At the beginning of the 1970s in Poland, the satirical magazine “Szpilki” (and later
also “Przekrój”) started to publish satirical comics – specifically anti-esthetic,
skewed and ugly, showing a grotesque and twisted vision of the world. At that
time, Krzysztof Teodor Toeplitz was the editor-in-chief of “Szpilki”. He was involved
in researching mass culture and wrote about it a lot, focusing also on comics.
It was Toeplitz who discovered the American underground comics. He gave it
acclaim in his publications and included reprints in his magazine. No surprise
he supported the artists whose works shared similar aesthetics: Andrzej Czeczot,
Andrzej Mleczko, Andrzej Krauze, Andrzej Dudziński and others. Those satirists
were immensely popular, especially Andrzej Mleczko – witty, ruthless in his jokes
and a bold experimenter with the comics form.
Sławomir Magala wrote an essay on his works, entitled “Komiks w kulturze
narodowej” (Comics in national culture), where he wrote about peripheral forms
of mass art and the means of their canonization. In those terms, Mleczko’s works
exemplified a metatext commentary on the artistic genre they derived from7. At the
same time, Magala pronounced Mleczko an artist (if not exquisite, then undoubtedly
aspiring to be considered as such) and praised the artistic potential of comics
as a mass culture representative. It was also an encouragement to focus more
on the products of pop culture and to change their perception and evaluation.
One of the reasons for increased presence of comics in works for children in the
70s was the previous triumph of pop-art in the artistic field. It was responsible
for honouring the comics and poster aesthetics – previously considered kitsch
and thus undesired. Andrzej Dudziński used pop-art when drawing “Codziennie
jest ten sam dzień w Dolinie Ciekawości” (1979), and so did Edward Lutczyn in the
books he illustrated. Other illustrators followed, too, Mieczysław Piotrowski among
them, with his exquisite comics “Szare uszko” and “Grzyby galopują na koniach”
(1975 and 1976), drawn exactly in a way a child would do.
In the field of works for children, Bohdan Butenko is undoubtedly number one.
The first of his comics were the cartoons about Gapiszon, published in “Miś”
since 1965. In 1968, “Gucio i Cezar” comics appeared, with a script by Krystyna
Boglar, and in 1975 – fully original – “Przygody Kwapiszona” (the characteristic
feature was the main character appearing against photographic background).
However, Anita Wincencjusz-Patyna claims that the relationship between Butenko,
comics and the comics way of thinking are much more profound. She wrote:
Undoubtedly, comics as a genre greatly influenced Butenko’s graphic concepts.
Thus, his book illustrations contain frames, speech bubbles, numerous onomatopoeias with many neologisms (“cisk, cisk, ciska nim po całym okręcie” [which
may be translated as “ham-ham, he is being hammered all around the ship”]),
captions, arrows indicating the sequence of events and helping to navigate in
the constant influx of new characters. Arrows, dashed and dotted lines resemble
situation plans with marked directions, tracks, flight paths, passageways, etc.
Another feature characteristic for comics are sequences of illustrations with details
changed only slightly, suggesting continuous action, dynamic shots, seemingly
random framing. Comics and ‘comics-like’ illustrations are strictly related with
the technique used: pen, inks, pencil, even a black marker8.
Text: prof. Jerzy Szyłak

Butenko’s works include numerous picture books, i.e. having at least one
illustration in the centerfold and being based on iconotext, where words
and images combined constitute one meaningful whole. This term was first
introduced into the jargon of picture book scholars by Kristin Hallberg in
“Literature studies and picture book research”9 and later popularized by Maria
Nikolajeva and Carole Scott in “How Picturebooks Work”10. The Polish scholar,
Krystyna Zabawa, even proposed to use the term ‘iconotextual book’ instead of
‘picture book’; this proposal, however, did not find its followers11. The concept
of iconotext is important in the field of comics as it perfectly describes the
comic board and is much better than the concept of ‘iconolinguistic unity’
proposed by Krzysztof Teodor Toeplitz and used, or even overused, by Polish
scholars. In turn, the relationship between comics and illustration, especially
in the case of picture book illustration, is something worth considering with
more care than before, as it is the territory of mutual influence and inspiration,
especially noticeable in the comics published after 1990.
Gierek’s era ended in 1980. The extraordinary popularity of comic books continued
for another decade, even though the 1980s saw the end of Kapitan Żbik series
and “Relax” magazine. The first issue of “Fantastyka” magazine was published
in 1982. Although not strictly devoted to comics, the magazine published
episodes of the graphic novel “Funky Koval” as well as other comics. Since
1987, “Komiks-Fantastyka” (re-named “Komiks” after 1990) was added as
a quarterly supplement. Each issue contained a full comics album, however
some issues included public interest topics and short comics, also by Polish
authors. The magazine was extremely popular with the young authors of
comic books. Raised on the comics published in the 1970s, they considered
this medium particularly attractive and an opportunity for getting artistic
satisfaction. Besides, “Fantastyka” published popular literature, dealt with
mass culture phenomena and its editors originated from fandom.
“Fantastyka” could not fulfil all expectations – what is more, the magazine editors
approached young talents with great caution and preferred acclaimed names
(apart from Polch, also Zbigniew Kasprzak and Andrzej Nowakowski cooperated
with the magazine). Nevertheless, authors such as Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz,
Jerzy Ozga or Marek Wdziękoński had their first appearance in “Fantastyka”. Also,
the most renowned Polish comics, “Burza”, illustrated by Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz,
was created with a view of being published there.
Maciej Parowski wrote the script. First, he invented the alternative version of
the Second World War, its starting point being a question: what if it had rained,
or even poured, in September 1939? The answer was that the German army would
have been stuck in the soggy Polish roads and easily defeated by light Uhlan
cavalry. The war would have been over in two weeks and Adolf Hitler imprisoned
and sent to Saint Helena Island, assisted by three Polish destroyers: “Burza”,
“Grom” and “Błyskawica”. The moment when Hitler, in a pouring rain, enters the
ship, was the first published part of the comics. It raised a lot of interest with
the incoming book. Seemingly, it also raised the expectations of a scriptwriter
who started to expand his story. He added the characters of Gombrowicz and
Witkacy – roaming Warsaw and commenting on all events, completing the story
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with everything the author wanted to express. He also added the concept of
shooting a movie (a comedy) on what would have happened if the Germans
had not lost the war that fast. This enabled the introduction of Warsaw Uprising
insurgents, Japanese fighter planes, Marlena Dietrich and drunken Broniewski.
The pieces of this new, expanded and remodelled “Burza” were published in
“Komiks” (1993) and “Komiks Forum” (1996), but never in its complete form.
In 2003, a fourteen-page version of “Burza” appeared in the anthology “Wrzesień.
Wojna narysowana”. In 2015, twenty one pages of the comic were published in
the album “Krzesło w piekle”, accompanying the illustrator’s review exhibition
in Jelenia Góra. However, even this piece was just a fragment of a larger (although
non-existing) whole. In 1993, Gawronkiewicz was already busy with another
project, followed by another one in 1994. The first was entitled “Achtung Zelig!”
and the latter “Mikropolis”. In the meantime, Maciej Parowski turned his script
into a novel, published in 2010 and reissued in 2013. The cover of the second
issue features Gawronkiewicz’s illustration blended with the photography of
the Warsaw street from the times described in the book – a very good symbol
of two intermingled realities.

The creative period of the Time of Troubles
In the last decade of the 20th century in the Polish market, the systemic changes
initiated in 1989 and the related commercialization of the economy resulted in
the emergence of private publishing houses ready to invest in comic books
(as they have always sold well), and the publishing firms releasing the Polish
versions of the so-called imported comics. The occurrence of “galloping inflation”
devouring the profits, made various enterprises unprofitable and forced potential
purchasers of cultural goods to carefully calculate the contents of their wallets,
save and plan the expenditures. Today, there are extreme discrepancies in the
judgement of the 1990s. For some it is the most creative period in the history
of Polish comics, whereas for others it is the time of great depression and
market crash.
The negative assessment of these times stems from the fact that the publishing
houses which had invested in comics quickly pulled back, as they had not brought
the expected results. Having in mind the hundred-thousand circulations from
the previous era, the publishers expected quick sales and big profits. Instead,
the comic books did not sell well, partly due to low quality of the works. Less
experienced publishers did not really know how to evaluate comics and what
to give special attention to – that is why they published also the works which
were pretty amateur, to say the least. However, even the works of great quality
piled up in the bookshops and did not sell well. There was no identification of
market needs, no promotion or advertising, nor any kind of publishing policy
that would help launch specific works and authors. Comic books were supposed
to be “self-promoting”, as they were part of popular culture and were considered
to be kids’ favourite. They failed the task as the Western comic books, like
“Superman”, “Batman” or “Asterix” appeared in the market at that time. Their fame
was enough for advertising, along with the fact they had been published for
decades, they were extremely popular worldwide and they were turned into movies.

It should also be noted that, while Poland experienced the time of martial
law and the subsequent political turmoil resulting in transformation of the
state political system (when various artistic phenomena were neglected,
especially the ones as marginalized as comic books), comics was undergoing
significant transformation from a popular medium into a fully recognized
artistic genre. This process was initiated by authors linked to underground
comics. Its next step was the emergence of a new subgenre, called “graphic
novel”. Contrary to comic book series, made by a number of artists and led by an
editor who ran the series and imposed certain plot solutions as beneficial for
the sales of the product, graphic novels were original works, of a specified
volume, multi-threaded, with complex plotting, often experimenting with form.
The emergence of graphic novels resulted in (or acknowledged) the variety of
styles, plot ideas and graphic solutions, originality and individualism. Polish
readers did not have access to these works but the authors carefully followed
the trends and wanted to do similar things.
Although the studies on comics had begun in the 1970s and the first texts
devoted to this subject had been published then, the process was halted in
the 1980s. In 1985, the first scientific book discussing the history and theory
of comics as a phenomenon from the field of art and pop culture came out.
It was entitled “Sztuka komiksu. Próba definicji nowego gatunku artystycznego”
and written by Krzysztof Teodor Toeplitz. A careful reader could notice that the
book seemed to have waited pretty long for being published, as it only referred
to the theoretical conclusions formulated at the beginning of the 1970s and
finished with that decade when discussing the history of the picture stories.
In short, theory was way behind practice and the criticism did not provide
support to the authors who tried to be original, innovative and attempted
to follow global trends. In Poland, modern comics were often considered strange
or weird – regardless whether they were creations by our home authors or
reprints of foreign works. The comics by Jacek Michalski published in “Awantura”
magazine, “Roy” (1989) and “Zagadka Metropolii” (1989) albums and the first
episodes of the series “Rork” by Andreas, published in “Komiks-Fantastyka, ”
were equally misunderstood.
The course of development of Polish comics comprised underground circulation,
too. Alongside the shrinking of the professional comics market in Poland, another
process was unfolding – not very noticeable, or even openly ignored at the
beginning, as a symptom of amateur activity of a little value: the development
of fan publishing, the so-called fanzines and artzines. Dominik Szcześniak
wrote: The history of zines dates back to the emergence of a photocopier, which
allowed everyman to “spill” their message onto paper and then copy it and
pass it on to their friends. The first comic zines were associated with punk
subculture. The scholars unanimously indicate three titles: “Inny komix” of
1991, “Zakazany owoc” by Dariusz “Pała” Palinowski from Lublin and “Prosiacek”
by Krzysztof “Prosiak” Owedyk. “Zakazany owoc”, whose last, eight-page issue
was released in 1995, has already been reissued a couple of times (Kultura
Gniewu publishing house) and so has “Prosiacek”. “Inny komix” seems to have
been forgotten, however all three of them constitute the foundation of Polish
underground comics12.

In reality, zines have longer history, as their first publishers in Poland were
fantasy lovers who published their pamphlets already at the beginning of the
1980s. The zines appeared outside the official circulation but were subject
to censorship, which worked effectively at the time13. They were published in
small editions and outside official circulation, contained short comic stories
and satirical drawings (sometimes also texts) created by one or more persons
cooperating with one another. Sometimes their objective was self-promotion
or entertainment, although they also had – like “Prosiacek” and “Zakazany
owoc” – satirical content. “AQQ” – the only magazine providing information
on Polish comics, officially published between 1993 and 1995 and closed in
2004 – also started as a zine. “KKK” – the zine published by Krakowski Klub
Komiksu, evolving from a photocopied brochure to a professionally edited
magazine – similarly to “AQQ” – had a relatively long life. The lifespan of other
photocopied publications was shorter but they saw the debut of the most
important authors on the Polish comics scene at the beginning of the 21st
century: Michał Śledziński (“Azbest”), Tomasz Leśniak and Rafał Skarżycki
(“Mięso”), Mateusz Skutnik (“VormkfasA”), Dominik Szcześniak (“Ziniol”), Rafał
Szłapa (“Lekarstwo”), Marek Turek (various fanzines) and many others.
The comic zines strongly reflected the relationships between the works by their
authors and those by the satirists who published in “Szpilki” in the 1970s or
the artists originating from the American underground: a critical perspective
of social reality; anti-aesthetics, quite often with a brutal and even obscene
sense of humour, full of profanities and raising taboo subjects; operating
a free, unpolished drawing – close to a sketch; sometimes using radical
simplifications and scrawl poetics. Sometimes, it was the outcome of poor
drawing skills of the author, but in many cases it was a conscious, deliberate
decision to choose a style contrary to the poetics of the mainstream comics.
Those post-underground artists include Krzysztof Owedyk and Dariusz Palinowski,
Michał Śledziński and Tomasz Leśniak, Mateusz Skutnik and Krzysztof Ostrowski,
Piotr Drzewiecki, Ryszard Dąbrowski, Maciej Pałka and many others. Wilhelm
Sasnal, the author of “Życie codzienne w Polsce w latach 1999−2001” also
belonged to this group, as his comic book had been drawn in episodes, photocopied and circulated among the author’s family and friends, before it was
published by Galeria Raster in a form of a book.
The emergence of fanzines was related with a significant change in the publishing market: authors liberated themselves from the supervision of editors and
publishers as well as, eventually, from any form of censorship. Self-publishing
enabled market evaluation, gave opportunity to find enthusiasts and fans of
the author’s work, get in touch with likeminded individuals or receive critical
feedback on the areas which needed improvement. It was a transition period
for many zinemakers – or authors who published in zines – on their road
to cooperation with professional publishers or becoming a publisher themselves,
like it was in the case of Rafał Szłapa. However, independence and contestation,
constituting the very core of zines, remain very important for some authors.
Although nowadays publications are no longer photocopied, some authors
publish brochures very similar to zines and call them in the same manner.
Text: prof. Jerzy Szyłak

The authors include women, such as Anna Krztoń or Edyta Bystroń, who chose
this medium to contest the excessive androcentrism of the comics scene,
at the same time creating a model for a relationship between the female
author and a female recipient, based on direct contact. This is because zines
are sold during events accompanied by meetings, lectures, workshop. There
is also a number of rebellious authors associated with Bazgrolle publishing
house (Filip “Fil” Wiśniowski, Ojciec Rene, Bartosz Słomka).
There is a certain issue with comics published in fanzines. First, a limited
range and elusiveness of these publications make them difficult to access as
they have not been easily accessible since the very beginning and distributed
only in a very narrow circle of friends or visitors of certain events, such
as the Polish Convention of Comics Artists in Łódź or rallies of fantasy
fans. Nowadays, the comics which were officially reissued or reprinted
in magazines and anthologies are known best – e.g. the case of Owedyk
and Palinowski, published by Kultura Gniewu. Similarly, “Morfołaki” series
by Nikodem Skrodzki (script) and Mateusz Skutnik (illustrations), had been
originally (since 1997) printed in “VormkfasA” fanzine, with circulation of
50 photocopies. In 2004, the selection of best episodes of the series was
published in two albums by Imago publishing house, established by owners
of a comics bookshop. In 2007, “Morfołaki” was reissued by Timof and Cisi
Wspólnicy publishing firm – this time as a thick volume containing all
episodes of the series, the scripts which had not been realized, as well
as projects and sketches of the characters. It turned out that the comics
by Skutnik and Skrodzki became wider known thanks to the issue by Imago,
but it was not until it was published in 2007 that the whole complexity and
originality of the project came into light.
Another concept taken from fantasy fans was the idea of organizing a convention for fans and authors of comics. The first rally took place in 1991 in
Kielce, the second and the subsequent ones in Łódź. They were organized
by illustrators who finished the same secondary art school and later studied
in the Academy of Fine Arts. At the beginning, the group was informal, but
later registered the “Contur” Association of Artists. The members included
Przemysław Truściński, Adam Radoń, Tomasz Tomaszewski, Wojciech Birek,
Piotr Kasiński, Tomasz Piorunowski, Piotr Kania and others. In the first years,
the convention was more of a social gathering, although the contest for
a short comic story had been part of the event since the very beginning.
Undoubtedly, the convention helped to integrate the scene, as Łódź was quickly
hailed a meeting spot for illustrators, scriptwriters, readers and publishers.
Networking was easy and later evolved into various forms of collaboration.
In 1999, the convent changed its name into the Polish Festival of Comics and
later the International Festival of Comics and Games. It moved from Łódzki
Dom Kultury to Atlas Arena. In 2019, the festival changed its location again.
Today, it is a large event attracting foreign visitors and promoting domestic
publishers. Also – but only as an extra opportunity – it promotes domestic
authors, however our artists are not considered important players, as Polish
comics do not sell as well as their foreign counterparts, regardless of the
artistic value of the works.
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A bit modest normality
The most significant change in the situation of Polish comics occurred at the
end of 1999, with the emergence of “Produkt” (Product) magazine containing
a drama comics “Osiedle Swoboda” by Michał Śledziński (editor-in-chief of
the magazine), along with a number of works by other authors, previously
known from publications in fanzines. The carefully selected set of works
emphasized the nature of works by “the Productive” and gave the magazine
the generational vibe. The most distinctive individuals were (apart from
Śledziński) Bartosz and Tomasz Minkiewicz, authors of the irreverent series
about a superhero from Opole – “ Wilq”; Ryszard Dąbrowski, the creator of
Likwidator (The Liquidator) who started as an armed defendant of natural
environment and later liquidated whomever it took, with a special focus on
politicians (some of them killed more than once in Dąbrowski’s comics);
Rafał Skarżycki and Tomasz Leśniak with “Jeż Jerzy” ot Rafał Gosieniecki – the
creator of neoexpressionist “Phantasmata” and Filip Myszkowski with “Emilia,
Tank & Profesor”. “Produkt” has quickly gained appraisal, which resulted not
only in the increased popularity of its authors, but also other publishers
becoming more interested in their comics.
In 2000, Egmont published an anthology “Komiks: najlepsi młodzi rysownicy”
(Comics: Best Young Illustrators) containing mostly the prizewinners of
Łódź contests. It was followed by original series of Piotr Kowalski, “Gail”
(2001) – a fantasy adventure comics, skilfully drawn and fulfilling all the
requirements of a commercial piece. There were also albums by Śledziński,
Adler, Piątkowski and Skarżycki-Leśniak duo – all containing reprints of the
works previously published in magazines. In 2004, another “Produkt” author
– Karol “KRL” Kalinowski – published an original two-volume story entitled “Liga
Obrońców Planety Ziemia” in Egmont. In 2001, Siedmioróg publishing house
from Wrocław published “Mikropolis: przewodnik turystyczny” by Krzysztof
Gawronkiewicz and Dennis Wojda, but, in the same year, Przemysław Wróbel
left the house and established his own firm, Mandragora, attracting Polish
authors, including, apart from Gawronkiewicz and Wojda, Adler and Piątkowski,
Filip Myszkowski, Rafał Gosieniecki, Jacek Michalski, Joanna Karpowicz.
Kultura Gniewu also published Polish authors. The house was established in
2000 and, at first, focused on presenting the works of the Polish underground
– by Krzysztof Owedyk and Dariusz Palinowski – but later expanded their offer
and became one of the most important publishers of Polish comics. Other
authors published by Kultura Gniewu include Jacek Frąś, Marek Turek, Karol
“KRL” Kalinowski, Marcin Podolec and Jakub Rebelka.
The decisions on what to publish taken by Egmont and Mandragora representatives were characterized by certain caution, which meant opting for
the things that had already been tested and had a group of recognizable
recipients. The first bestselling Polish comic book published by Egmont was
“Jeż Jerzy” (which even had its film adaptation in 2011). “Gail” did not sell
well, but the whole four-volume series was published nevertheless. Although
heavily criticised for numerous faults, the publication helped Kowalski to get

in touch with foreign publishers. First, he drew for the French, but is currently
cooperating with American publishers. After publishing one album, Egmont
ended cooperation with Śledziński, who involved himself with Kultura Gniewu,
where he is still publishing today. The collective issue of his “Osiedle Swoboda”
had its fourth edition in 2017 and sold quickly. Mandragora went bankrupt in
2008, but the reason behind was bad decisions regarding publishing American
comics, rather than due to cooperation with Polish authors.
In 2003, as a second collection of the works by Polish authors, Egmont
published an anthology “Wrzesień. Wojna narysowana”. Justyna Czaja, in her
book, “Historia Polski w komiksowych kadrach” wrote that it marked the
beginning of a trend for historical themes in comics14. The trend was partly
created by institutions which sponsored historical comics or organized
contests for such works – the National Centre for Culture (Narodowe Centrum
Kultury), the Warsaw Uprising Museum (Muzeum Powstania Warszawskiego)
and the Institute of National Remembrance (Instytut Pamięci Narodowej).
It should be noted, however, that the contests for comics on the Warsaw
Uprising were immensely popular, while only thirteen works were sent
to the contest on martial law in Poland 15. Moreover, it is worth remembering
that the comic book “Westerplatte. Załoga śmierci” (2004) with a script
by Mariusz Wójtowicz-Podhorski and illustrations by Krzysztof Wyrzykowski
was published by the scriptwriter himself and its objective was to tell the
story of what really happened in Westerplatte in September 1939; the comic
book was based on diligently collected historical documentation (it contained
28 pages of a historical supplement). The story sold quickly and was reissued
twice, in 2012 and 2018, which means it was widely popular.

1 Adam Rusek writes about it in his book “Od rozrywki do ideowego zaangażowania. Komiksowa rzeczywistość
w Polsce w latach 1939−1955”, Biblioteka Narodowa (National Library of Poland), Warsaw 2011. The book
contains a list of comics published at that time and detailed discussion on its content.
2 Cf. ‘’Encyklopedia wiedzy o książce”, Ossolineum, Wrocław 1971, p. 1278.
3 A. Rusek, ”Magazyn Relax (1976−1981) i jego losy”,”Rocznik Historii Prasy Polskiej” 2014 no. 1 (33), p. 74. The
author’s summary of the article, accompanying the main text, is quoted here
4 Reprint of this article may be found in: J. Dunin, ”Studia o komunikacji społecznej”, Wydawnictwo Wyższej
Szkoły Humanistyczno-Ekonomicznej, Łódź 2004.
5 In the reissue of the magazine, the title was changed to “Ekspedycja” (Expedition). Titles of various episodes
remained unchanged.
6 There is no state censorship in the USA, however, in 1954, comics publishers obliged themselves to observe the
rules and prohibitions included in the document known as “Comics Code”. Those who failed to observe them,
were denied the distribution of their products. It practically eradicated the title in question from the market.
7 S. Magala, ‘’Komiks w kulturze narodowej”, ”Kultura” 1978 no. 34.
8 A. Wincencjusz-Patyna, ”Pod rządami ilustracji. O twórczości Bohdana Butenki”, ‘’Quart” 2007 no. 3 (5), p.
28−30.

Since 2008, Krzysztof Wyrzykowski has been drawing historical comics on
a regular basis, published by the Institute of National Remembrance. The scripts
have been written by Sławomir Zajączkowski, very skilled in comics craft.
Those comics have often been criticized for alleged propaganda, similar
to this of the communist era. Those allegations seem excessive. Although
the comics published by INR do serve a didactic purpose and are slightly
biased in presenting historical events, they are well-developed and perfectly
illustrated, with a great dose of care for details.
Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy publishing house was established in 2005. It was founded
by Paweł Timofiejuk – the president of the Polish Comics Association since
2010. The house publishes a number of Polish comics, including the ones
having commercial potential, also by the artists who are new to the market.
It is Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy, where Wojciech Stefaniec had his debut and later
published a number of his albums. Mateusz Skutnik also continued to publish
his “Rewolucje”, when Egmont stopped publishing the series after four albums.
Wydawnictwo Komiksowe, established in 2013, also declared assistance for
debuts and promotion of Polish comics. Ongrys publishing house does the same,
without making declarations. Nowadays, Polish comics authors cannot expect
several-thousand-copy circulation or popularity similar to the comics artists
from the 1970s, but can count on publishers who understand and support their
passion. The artists also gain more and more appreciation of critics, many of
whom are nevertheless still learning how to look at and evaluate the art of
comics properly.
Gdańsk, February 2019

9 Cf. K . Hallberg, ‘’Literaturoznawstwo a badania nad książką obrazkową”, translated by H. Dymel-Trzebiatowska,
[in:] ‘’Książka obrazkowa. Wprowadzenie”, eds. M. Cackowska, H. Dymel-Trzebiatowska and J. Szyłak, Instytut
Kultury Popularnej, Poznań 2017, p. 49−56.
10 M. Nikolajeva, C. Scott, “How Picturebooks Work , Routledge”, New York – London 2006.
11 Cf. K . Zabawa, ‘’Rozpoczęta opowieść. Polska literatura dziecięca po 1989 roku wobec kultury współczesnej”,
Akademia Ignatinum – Wydawnictwo WAM, Kraków 2013. Particularly the chapter: ‘’Książka obrazkowa czy
ikonotekstowa – sojusz słowa i obrazu”.
12 Lucek [Dominik Szcześniak], ‘’Słowo...”, [in:] ”Polska mała xeroprasa. Katalog wystawy zinów; Trach’04”, Lublin
2004.The catalogue has the form of a fanzine – it was photocopied in an unknown number of copies and
distributed outside the official circulation.
13 A great study on these publications is the book by Artur Nowakowski, “Fanzin SF. Artyści – wydawcy – fandom”,
Instytut Kultury Popularnej, Poznań 2017.
14 J. Czaja, ‘’Historia Polski w komiksowych kadrach”, Wydawnictwo Poznańskiego Towarzystwa Przyjaciół Nauk,
Poznań 2010, p. 242.
15 Ibid, p. 249

Text: prof. Jerzy Szyłak

THE LATEST POLISH COMICS
Text: Kamila Tuszyńska, PhD

Most studies on modern Polish comics start with 1989. The 1990s, however, may be considered the previous
era – the pre-internet times when illustrators were completely dependent on publishers as they could
not publish their works online and thus show their works to an unlimited number of people. Neither was
it possible to finance the projects by a community, the way crowdfunding does nowadays. Even the very manner
of creating comics has changed – currently, the artists may use traditional methods, such as pen or ink, but may
also draw using tablets or only add colours digitally. The changes imposed by technology touch so many
areas that it is worth distinguishing the latest Polish comics and making 2003 a turning point. Why?

This year the first album of the series “Wilq Superbohater” by Bartosz and Tomasz
Minkiewicz was published (the series is still being published today), although it was
possible to see the previous episodes in “Produkt” magazine (no longer existing
today). A year later the magazine was closed and “Osiedle Swoboda” by Michał
Śledziński (editor-in-chief), associated with the magazine from the very beginning,
is published as individual series. For the same reasons, a certain period ends in the
history of comics, especially given the fact that Atropos publishes the anthology
“Komiks w sieci”, giving the paper form to works which until then had only been
published online. 2003 saw new phenomena in Polish comics – some of them
had their roots in the past, but most were unprecedented and foreshadowed the
upcoming tendencies.
This article mentions just a few titles; due to volume restriction it is not possible
to list all the comics issued between 2003 and 2018. I have focused on the works
of the authors whose bios are presented in this album. The fact that I have not
mentioned some artists does not make their input any less significant.

2003–2008
In pursuit of varied comics
2003 Although – like in previous decades -the comics revolving around the themes
of fantasy, science fiction, satire or jest (e.g. Krzysztof Ostrowski’s “Plastelina”,
known from “Arena Komiks” and “City Magazine”, mocking everyday reality and
pop culture) are still published, this year marks the occurrence of the comics
aimed specifically at children – first time in years. “Uczeń czarnoksiężnika” is the
first volume of the series “Tymek i Mistrz” by Rafał Skarżycki and Tomasz Leśniak
(Egmont Polska), previously published in “Komiksowo” supplement to “Gazeta
Wyborcza”. In the following two years, five more volumes full of absurdly humorous
adventures of a wizard and his apprentice were published and some stories
appeared in school textbooks. Children and young adults (however not only
them) are the target of “Gwidon” by Sławomir Kiełbus (Westa-Druk) – a collection
of comics consisting in 4-picture strips.
Since 2003, more and more collections of works by Polish authors have been
published. Three of them are particularly interesting, including the second “Antologia
komiksu polskiego. Wrzesień. Wojna narysowana” (Egmont Polska) – the most
comprehensive anthology published in the Polish market to this day. The authors
include Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz, Piotr Kowalski, Tomasz Lew Leśniak, Przemysław
Truściński, Hubert Ronek, Mateusz Skutnik and Jacek Frąś.
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Another interesting book is “Piekielne wizje” (Mandragora), a collection of horror
comics based on Graham Masterton’s stories, drawn by, among others, Nikodem
Cabała, Tomasz Minkiewicz, Krzysztof Ostrowski, Rafał Szłapa, Michał Śledziński
or Przemysław Truściński. It was one of the first comics adaptations of literature
in Poland. In the following ten years, this genre became more and more popular.
A collection of works atypical for that period is an anthology of works by one
author – Przemysław Truciński: “Trust. Historia choroby” (Egmont Polska). It contains 22 comics drawn in different styles – from mockery to science fiction. Not
only is Truściński juggling the styles, but also the allusions to other literary text.
The characters include Thorgal, a superhero, a vampire and… Snow White.
Two years after the first volume “Fastnachtspiel: Koniec Początku” by Marek Turek,
the second one is published – “Zadziwiający Pan Burmistrz” (Imago) – on a postapocalyptic city inhabited by peculiar demons, angels, golems and even weirder
creatures. This science fiction horror creates a sense of danger in the atmosphere
of entrapment, intrigue and - above all – through disturbing, strongly graphic, black
and white drawings in which the perspective is governed by its own set of rules.
That year a large number of scary horrors and brutal crime stories were published
for the first time. Adam Święcki publishes “Dziewanna”, the first volume of the
series “Przebudzone legendy” (Studio Domino) and places Polish folk stories in
modern times, combining fantasy and horror with a hint of eroticism. These are
very dark illustrations, both in terms of the storyline and visual effects – loads of
blackness on the storyboard.
It was yet another album of 2003 that was deemed one of the most brutal Polish
comics. “Szminka” by Jerzy Szyłak and Joanna Karpowicz (Mandragora) is an
exceptionally heavy crime story, where murder, psychological games, violence
and deviations have especially strong impact on the reader due to painting-like,
gloomy, blueish-black illustrations with bloody-red stains.
Another comic book published the same year, “Nadzwyczajni. Pantofel panny
Hofmokl” by Dennis Wojda and Krzysztof Ostrowski has the same gloomy vibe.
It revolves around horror and the so-called metaphysical crime story, where
detectives must explain the mystery of a certain ghost. Ostrowski’s reddish-pink
illustrations perfectly fit the convention, with their often-mute pictures and
disturbing perspective, in strong contrast with Warsaw portrayed in a realistic
and detailed manner.

2004 Another album of Joanna Karpowicz, futuristic noir crime story “Jutro
będzie futro” (Tomorrow might never come), published by Atropos, is an example
of not only an increasingly popular crime comic book, but an anthropomorphic
one. The main characters are animals: a drake and dogs behaving like humans,
which constitutes a direct allusion to another noir comic: “Blacksad” by Juan Díaz
Canales and Juanjo Guarnida. In one of her colourful frames, Karpowicz includes
a poster with Blacksad cat and the comic is full of movie allusions – e.g. to Ridley
Scott’s “Blade Runner”.
Also in 2004, Kultura Gniewu publishes “Glinno”, a surreal horror by Jacek Frąś,
where oddity of the title village is emphasized by the properly selected, expressive,
slightly schizophrenic colours, disturbing shapes and frames in Nikifor’s or Edvard
Munch’s style.
Apart from crime stories and horrors, Polish authors discover another genre:
historical comics. “Achtung Zelig! Druga wojna” by Krystian Rosenberg and
Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz (Zin Zin Press) is a black and white, grotesque and oneiric
comic. Unusual approach to the topic and graphic solutions, frequent change
of the drawing method from schematic to meticulous, realistic to expressionist
revolutionized the way of presenting stories in the Polish comics.
Another war album – “Westerplatte. Załoga śmierci” by Mariusz Wójtowicz-Podhorski
and Krzysztof Wyrzykowski (Milton Media) – is drawn in a black and white, realistic
convention of traditional comics. Its size (100 boards!) and the supplement - archival
photographs, plans (e.g. the barracks at Westerplatte) or maps (e.g. showing the
course of “Schleswig--Holstein” ship towards Westerplatte) made Poland discover
the comics potential for telling stories of the past and the trend for historical
comics began and has been continuing to this day.
Egmont publishes the third volume of ”Antologia komiksu polskiego – Człowiek
w probówce: komiks, etyka, medycyna”. The illustrators include Nikodem Cabała,
Andrzej Janicki, Bartosz Minkiewicz, Tomasz Leśniak, Aleksandra Spanowicz,
Przemysław Truściński and others.
“Bezsensowny Styks” is released. It is the third volume of Marek Turek’s “Fastnachtspiel”,
the second volume of Krzysztof Ostrowski’s “Plastelina” (Kultura Gniewu); Mateusz
Skutnik, together with scriptwriter Nikodem Skrodzki, publishes the first part of
the fantasy series “Morfołaki” (Imago), which originated in 1997 in “VormkfasA”
zine. This a little funny and a little scary world, where the boundaries between
waking up and dreaming, reality and fiction are blurred, is a home to strange,
philosophical creatures – Morfołaki – which discuss various, often metaphysical,
topics with people. The comic is difficult to describe, but it is the elusive mood
and seemingly careless, hasty, zine-like drawing that make it so enchanting.
The same year Skutnik starts his monumental series “Rewolucje” and publishes
the first two volumes: “Parabola” and “Elipsa” (Egmont Polska). Visually, it is
completely opposite to “Morfołaki” – often with no captions, drawn very precisely
and full of colours, rather subdued in the first episodes, more intense in the next
ones. “Rewolucje” is an oneiric compilation of steampunk, fantasy and horror story.

2005 Appearance of the second volume of “Przebudzone legendy – Lewiatom”
by Adam Święcki, the second volume of “Morfołaki” and the third volume of
“Rewolucje” by Mateusz Skutnik: “Monochrom”, on the basis of which an animated
film “Kinematograf” will be made in 2011, directed by Tomasz Bagiński. Skutnik
starts his third series with “Blaki” album (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy). This black-andwhite comic, skilfully drawn in swift grey hues, is a combination of psychological,
philosophical and comics drama.
Grzegorz Janusz and Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz publish the first volume of ‘’Esencja:
Przebiegłe dochodzenie Ottona i Watsona” (Mandragora). The second part –
“Romantyzm”– will be released in 2007. Both parts are humorous detective stories
set in Warsaw, containing elements of horror and many allusions to literature.
Mandragora publishes “Szara Drużyna”, the first of six volumes of “Historia Polski”,
the first historical series of bilingual educational comics in Poland. The author
of the script is Wojciech Birek and the comic is illustrated by Sławomir Kiełbus
followed by Arkadiusz Klimek and Maciej Mazur.
Numerous historical comics appear, e.g. “Ksiądz Jerzy Popiełuszko: Cena wolności”
by Maciej Jasiński and Krzysztof Wyrzykowski and “Solidarność −25 lat: Nadzieja
zwykłych ludzi”, with a script also by Jasiński and illustrations by Andrzej Janicki,
Jacek Michalski, Filip Myszkowski, Janusz Ordon, Janusz Wyrzykowski, Krzysztof
Wyrzykowski – mostly the artists from Bydgoszcz.
2006 The trend for historical comics continues. Zin Press, apart from the two
previous ones, publishes, among others: “1981: Kopalnia Wujek” by Maciej Jasiński
and Andrzej Janicki and “1956: Poznański Czerwiec” illustrated by Jacek Michalski,
scripted by Jasiński, Witold Tkaczyk and Wiktor Żwikiewicz. “Alicja” by Jerzy Szyłak
and Mateusz Skutnik (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy) continues the tradition of futuristic
horrors for adults. Dark colours as well as grey and purple hues highlight the
drastic, violent and erotic adventures of policewoman Alicja who has fallen to the
land of mutants through a hole.
Kultura Gniewu publishes ”Antologia piłkarska: Wszystko, co chcielibyście wiedzieć
o piłce...” by Jacek Frąś, Daniel Grzeszkiewicz, Karol ”KRL” Kalinowski, Janek Koza,
Tomasz Lew Leśniak, Adrian Madej, Tomasz Niewiadomski, Krzysztof Ostrowski,
Jakub Rebelka, Norbert Rybarczyk, Maciej Sieńczyk, Mateusz Skutnik, Przemysław
Truściński, Piotr Zdanowicz, Paweł Zych, Michał Śledziński and others.
Following Truściński, another individual anthology is published: ”Pozdrowienia
z Interstrefy”, a collection of comics by Rafał Szłapa, scripted by Karol Konwerski,
Radosław Smektała, Jerzy Szyłak, Marian Szłapa (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy). It contains
short teasers of ”Bler” series (first volume published in 2010).
“Infinitum” – the fourth volume of “Fastnachtspiel” by Marek Turek – and ”Syntagma”,
the fourth volume of “Rewolucje” by Mateusz Skutnik, are published. ”Enone”
album marks the beginning of a new series: the first Polish space opera with an
extensive universe: “BiOCOSMOSiS” by Nikodem Cabała and scriptwriter Edvin
Volinski (Pro-Arte).
Text: Kamila Tuszyńska, PhD

2007 Institutions start publishing historical comics: the National Centre for
Culture publishes the album “11/11 = Independence” illustrated by, among others,
Andrzej Janicki, Maciej Mazur or Aleksandra Spanowicz; the Warsaw Uprising
Museum releases ”Antologia 44” illustrated by Robert Adler, Jacek Frąś, Krzysztof
Gawronkiewicz, Berenika Kołomycka, Marek Oleksicki, Jakub Rebelka, Sylwia
Restecka, Krzysztof Ostrowski and others.
At the same time, some authors are toying with the historical convention in their
works. The first of such comics was “Pierwsza Brygada: Warszawski pacjent” by
Tobiasz Piątkowski and Krzysztof Janicz, illustrated by Janusz Wyrzykowski (Kultura
Gniewu). It revolves around Józef Piłsudski being arrested twice, for being an editor
of “Robotnik” magazine and a member of the Polish Socialist Party. The comic
combines history, fantasy and steampunk, authentic and fictitious characters. In
order to visually differentiate the timelines, Wyrzykowski decided to draw images
of Siberia in dark grey and blue, and Petersburg in sepia.
Wojciech Stefaniec debuts with the horror ”Alveum” (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy), its style
and collages being an allusion to Dave McKean and many other artists, not only
from the comics scene. Nikodem Cabała and scriptwriter Łukasz Borowiecki publish
”Pomidorowa” (Robert Zaręba), a gore horror full of black, absurd sense of humour,
its cartoon style more suitable for a satire than for a real horror and madness of
a serial killer.
As for counterbalance: ”Międzyczas” by Marek Turek (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy) comes out,
a collection of short comics forms of 1996−2006 as well as the new ones, and Kultura
Gniewu publishes the first volume of a bittersweet comics drama series by Michał
Śledziński – ”Na szybko spisane: 1980−1990” – a voice of a generation for many.

2008−2013
Comics are for kids, too.
2008 Wojciech Stefaniec creates a very oneiric, beautifully painted comic “Szanowny”
(Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy) to the script by Bartosz Sztybor, and, within the same
publishing house, Daniel Chmielewski debuts with an autobiographic, black and
white album “Zostawiając powidok wibrującej czerni”, with numerous allusions,
quotes and cryptoquotes.
Even more qrotesque and oneiric is Marek Turek’s ”Bajabongo” (Kultura Gniewu).
It tells a story of a certain holidaymaker with black and white pictures, with strong
black spots and shadows, in the characteristic, original style, sometimes resembling
woodcut. Kultura Gniewu publishes Michał Śledziński’s ”Nie wszyscy są zadowoleni”,
one of four satirical series “Wartości rodzinne”, strongly immersed in popular
culture and modern Polish reality.
Other publications include “Paski”, the third volume of “Blaki” series by Mateusz
Skutnik and “Quiciuq”, the third volume and the second anthology of the series
”BiOCOSMOSiS: Emnisi” by Nikodem Cabała. Another one is ”Szeptucha”, the third
volume of Adam Święcki’s ”Przebudzone legendy” and the second volume of
”Na szybko spisane” (1990−2000) by Michał Śledziński.
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2009 Nikodem Cabała continues the science fiction series “BiOCOSMOSiS: Emnisi”
with the fourth volume “Evilive”, and comics are published by more institutions.
The Institute of National Remembrance (INR) is one of them, establishing regular
cooperation with Sławomir Zajączkowski and Krzysztof Wyrzykowski. Their first
project, completed in cooperation with INR is “Łupaszka – 1939”, the album about
Jerzy Dąmbrowski, a hero of three wars. The comic is set during the Polish–Soviet
War of 1939.
Although state institutions ordering historical comics were nothing surprising
in 2009, this year, for the first time, the Mammal Research Institute of the Polish
Academy of Sciences published a comic book for children. “Ostatni żubr” by Tomasz
Samojlik is drawn in a simplified manner, using vivid colours. The album contains
tasks for kids and jokes for adults, e.g. the characters named Kurtz or Woland.
A black-and-white fantasy comic ”Łauma” by Karola Kalinowski (Kultura Gniewu)
is targeting mainly young adults. Rounded lines and funny magic creatures give
this comics, based on Yotvingian beliefs, a warm and humorous vibe. Like in the
case of the previous example, ”Łauma” is attractive not only to readers of the
same age as the protagonist, Dorotka, but for adults, too (with a lot of allusions
to popular culture, like in “Ostatni Żubr”).
2010 The situation of comics in Poland becomes more stable. The Institute of
National Remembrance publishes comics of the duo Zajączkowski and Wyrzykowski:
”Wyzwolenie? 1945” and ”Korfanty” (in cooperation with Ars Cameralis Silesiae
Superioris). Their publications include the next volume of Mateusz Skutnik’s
”Rewolucje” series (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy), i.e. ”Dwa dni”, and the third anthology
“BiOCOSMOSiS: Emnisi” by Nikodem Cabała. This time a dictionary of universe
terms is also attached to the story.
Kultura Gniewu publishes ”Kapitan Sheer” by Marcin Podolec and Robert Wyrzykowski,
a humorous comics drama. The main features of this collection of single-board
stories about two funny rats, the captain and the boatswain are white and grey
hues, simple lines, the absence of blackness and not too many details.
“Chopin New Romantic” anthology is published by Kultura Gniewu and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs on the composer’s 200th birthday, raising a lot of controversy due
to the use of profanities and the manner of characterization. Polish illustrators include,
among others, Jakub Rebelka, Jacek Frąś, Krzysztof Ostrowski and Agata Nowicka.
Taurus Media publishes Berenika Kołomycka’s debut album, scripted by Grzegorz
Janusz. ”Wykolejeniec” is a surreal and oneiric story of a magician, a circus and
a weird man collecting even weirder objects. This peculiar atmosphere is created
by Kołomycka thanks to the use of amazing cropping and four colours: black,
white, blue and light yellow.
The prequel of “Szminka” hits the market – ”Sceny z życia murarza”, with a script
by Jerzy Szyłak, illustrations by, among others, Piotr Nowacki, Unka Odya, Maciej
Pałka, Sebastian Skrobol, Kuba Tarkowski and Marek Turek and the cover by Rafał
Szłapa (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy).

Two new series are released. One of them begins with ”Lepsze życie”, Rafał Szłapa’s
first volume on the adventures of Bler, who – although possessing supernatural
powers – is not a typical superhero. First albums were drawn in the style of
American comics of the 1990s, the subsequent ones were painted. The comics
style also evolves with time: it contains the elements of action, drama, thriller,
science fiction, crime story and visions of postapocalyptic Krakow.
2011 Release of the second volume of Bler series – ”Zapomnij o przeszłości”, as well
as ”Na morzu”, the sixth volume of “Rewolucje” by Mateusz Skutnik (scripted
by Jerzy Szyłak this time) and “Atlana”, the fifth volume of “BiOCOSMOSiS: Emnisi”
by Nikodem Cabała.
The Institute of National Remembrance publishes ”Zygmunt” by Sławomir Zajączkowski
and Krzysztof Wyrzykowski, marking a new series of historical comics, devoted
to the Cursed Soldiers. “Pierwszy lot” by Maciej and Adam Kmiołek (Wizuale),
drawn in an Amercian superhero style, starts ”Biały Orzeł” series about a Polish
hero fighting the enemies threatening the country.
Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy publishes ”Szelki”, the second - after “Szminka” – volume
of ”Sz” trilogy, illustrated by Wojciech Stefaniec. These illustrations also resemble
paintings, as the ones by Karpowicz, but in a different style: more realistic, intense,
full of emotions, with richer colours, dynamic editing and change of perspective.
Marcin Podolec again illustrates the script by Grzegorz Janusz. ”Czasem” album
is a moving existential comic with fantasy and drama elements, showing self-destruction of the main character, Adam. Black and white with grey hues, meticulously
sketched and planned with great sensitivity, the pages are interrupted with
fables invented by the protagonist.
2012 Continuation of two series: ”Na morzu”, the seventh volume of Skutnik’s
“Rewolucje”, also drawn based on Jerzy Szyłak’s script, and ”Ostatni wyczyn”, the third
volume of Rafał Szłapa’s “Bler”.
The Ludwik Zamenhof Centre is another institution publishing comics. ”Pocztówki
z Białegostoku” by Joanna Karpowicz is a painting-like and poetic comic with
reflexive images. Following the success of their debut, the Mammal Research
Institute of the Polish Academy of Sciences starts publishing Tomasz Samojlik’s
series ”Ryjówka przeznaczenia”. This author is associated with the renaissance of
Polish comics for children in the 21st century. Joyful pictures with strong contour
are children-friendly, facts are presented in a non-intrusive manner, same as
jokes – all these make it one of the best educational and entertaining comics,
similarly to the works by Tadeusz Baranowski.
Agata Wawryniuk’s debut, ”Rozmówkami polsko-angielskie” (Kultura Gniewu),
an autobiographical comic full of graphic plays and memories of seeking work
in London. It is one of the first attempts to describe modern Polish emigration.
Universalism of the topic as well as black-and-white, a bit phantasmagorical
pictures of people looking like creatures from Lovecraft’s universe make the
album a generational manifesto.

Kultura Gniewu publishes another, not easily defined comic by Marek Turek.
Partly symbolic, ”Nest” is a combination of a crime story, thriller, fantasy with
elements of science fiction and a few other clear inspirations – the artist mentions,
among others, Andreas, Escher, Moebius, Drooker, Ott, Mróz, Gaudi, Ward or Igort.
The comic is set in a French town during war, when people start turning into
stones and the commissioner has to find the reason. Blackness, resemblance
to photographic negatives and intricate, woodwork-like pictures, referring
to German expressionism, make the dark atmosphere of the comic very alluring
for the reader.
On the other hand, vivid colours – black, white, turquoise and light pink combined
with even, clean lines do not seem to fit the elusiveness and reflection over
passing of time experienced by the protagonists of the album “Wszystko zajęte”
by Marcin Podolec (Kultura Gniewu). This existential drama is a story of two
brothers working in funeral business.
2012 saw the release of two “female” anthologies: ”Polish female comics
− Double portrait” (by Centrala) is the first collection of autobiographical
comics by Polish female artists, including, among others, Ada Buchholc, Maja
Demska, Maria Ines Gul, Ewa Juszczuk, Joanna Karpowicz, Agnieszka Piksa,
Sylwia Restecka, Agata Wawryniuk or Olga Wróbel. The second anthology,
”Polski komiks kobiecy” (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy), includes works of the female
illustrators from 1990-2010, e.g. Agata Nowicka, Aleksandra Spanowicz, Sylwia
Restecka or Joanna Karpowicz.

2013−2018
Comics revolutions
2013 The Institute of National Remembrance publishes ”Zamach na Kutscherę”
by Sławomir Zajączkowski and Krzysztof Wyrzykowski and commences another
series of historic comics, ”W imieniu Polski Walczącej”. Jan Kijuc starts the
series ”Jan Hardy R.O.T.A.” (Czarna Materia) on a Cursed Soldier. However, contrary
to the comics by the Institute of National Remembrance, Kijuc resigns from
the realistic and historic perspective and opts for adventure and fantasy.
Using a simple and clear cartoon style, he presents Jan Hardy as a superhero
fighting communists.
Robert Adler under the pen name “au” with Bartek Biedrzycki under the name
“gdi”, publish the first volume of ”Statek namiętności” (Dolna Półka), an erotic
comic, whose second volume appears two years later.
”Czerwony Pingwin musi umrzeć!” by Michał Śledziński (Kultura Gniewu)
comes out. This album does not pretend to be an ”artistic” comics, which
is more and more often associated with pompous content and gloomy form.
It is a purely entertaining, adventure fantasy comics. The album is considered
a tribute to pop culture: specifically Star Wars, but also anime and many other
movies, series, games, manga and comics. Śledziński’s caricatural lines are
softer this time, lacking sharpness, the colours are deep and framing is very
dynamic, similarly to manga.
Text: Kamila Tuszyńska, PhD

Łukasz Bogacz and Wojciech Stefaniec’s ”Noir” (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy) is the
first volume of ”Dyptyk warszawski” – a multi-layered, very experimental and
avantgarde psychological crime drama. Its title does not only refer to black
colour on its pages; the reader literally gets lost in the darkness, as it is
pretty difficult to catch up with the characters and differentiate between
the comic plot and the content of the novel written by the main character.
The second volume of “Dyptyk warszawski” is ”Ludzie, którzy nie brudzą sobie
rąk”, a spin-off of ”Noir”.
”Tej nocy dzika paprotka” is published – an absurd, surprising and funny comics
for children by Marzena Sowa and Berenika Kołomycka (Centrala), as well as
”Norka zagłady”, the second volume of another series for children – ”Ryjówka
przeznaczenia” by Tomasz Samojlik (Kultura Gniewu) and the seventh volume
of ”Rewolucje” by Skutnik – “W kosmosie” – also scripted by Szymon Holcman.
“Oczy dla kruka”, the fourth volume of the series ”Przebudzone legendy” by
Adam Święcki (Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy) is the only one without reference to the
previous volumes.
Based on the memories of Waldemar Czapski, one of the founders of the Warsaw
club “Fugazi”, Marcin Podolec draws ”Fugazi Music Club” (Kultura Gniewu).
Although the club existed for less than a year (at the beginnings of the 1990s),
it managed to organize around 300 concerts, with stars like Maanam, Kult or
Dżem. Although the comic is a first-person narrative, it is not Czapski’s biography,
but rather a story of the place. Podolski uses light, well-defined lines, giving
the impression of watching a bit faded, but still living memories.
Another parabiographic comic book is the first volume of the series “Praga
Gada. O wojnie!” published by Animacja Foundation. Comic stories based on
the war memories of the inhabitants of this neighbourhood were created by
Przemysław Truściński, Michał Śledziński and others.
2014 Sebastian Skrobol publishes his first work, “Quiet little Melody – A simple
fairytale” (Wydawnictwo Komiksowe), a silent comic with detailed illustrations
in vivid colours, situated on the border of fantasy and a dark fairy tale for adults.
Marcin Podolec goes for delicate, flowing, elusive lines when drawing “Podgląd”
(Kultura Gniewu), scripted by Daniel Chmielewski, a comics drama about a couple
who implement fictious situations into their lives in order to add spark to their
stagnant relationship.
Michał Śledziński publishes ‘’Niedźwiedź”, the first official spin-off to ‘’Osiedle
Swoboda”, illustrated by Kamil Kochański (Kultura Gniewu). Together with the
third, last volume on Jan Hardy, “R.O.T.A” by Jakuba Kijuc, a new, two-volume
series “R.O.T.A. XXI” is introduced; with a blonde heroine, fighting, among others,
with eradication of the memories of Warsaw insurgents in contemporary times.
Other publications include “Stan strachu”, the fourth volume of “Bler” by Rafał
Szłapa and “Czwórka”, the fourth volume of “Blaki” by Mateusz Skutnik (Centrala)
and “O pokoju”, the second volume of the series “Praga Gada”, where the memories
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of the neighbourhood dwellers from the communist times were illustrated by
Sławomir Kiełbus, Krzysztof Ostrowski, Mirosław Urbaniak, Michał Śledziński
and others.
2015 The Institute of National Remembrance publishes “Obrona Grodna 1939”
by Tomasz Robaczewski and Hubert Ronek, marking the beginning of “Wojenna
odyseja Antka Srebrnego” – their third series of historical comics, however the
first one for children. ‘’Ale w radiu nic nie mówili − Komiks o Lubelskim Lipcu
1980” by Jakub Kijuc and Sławomir Zajączkowski is a historical comic published
by Fundacja Ruchu Solidarności Rodzin. Using the cartoon style, Kijuc recalls the
events which gave rise to strikes on the Coast. His new series on Jan Hardy is
launched – “Robotnicy ostatniej godziny”, volume one: “Niniwa” (Czarna Materia).
Apart from that, a special edition, linking new series to the previous one (“Żołnierz
Wyklęty”), is published: “Jan Hardy: Ballada” (Vera Icon Comics).
“Niesłychane losy Ivana Kotowicza” by Kajetan Kusina and Michał Ambrzykowski
(Kultura Gniewu) plays with historical reality. It is typical weird fiction, where
historical reality mingles with fantasy and steampunk fiction on illustrations
drawn with simple lines but in a detailed manner.
Wojciech Stefaniec and Bartosz Sztybor publish “Wróć do mnie, jeszcze raz”
(Timof i Cisi Wspólnicy), a very sensual and emotive, oneiric and surreal, psychedelic comics drama. Stimulants, madness, reality, dreams and nightmares
blend together, similarly to Stefaniec’s various styles and techniques: drawing,
painting, even collage-based.
Other publications include “Człowiek ze światła”, the fifth volume of “Bler” by
Rafał Szłapa, and ”Pod śniegiem”, the ninth volume of “Rewolucje” by Mateusz
Skutnik and “Powrót rzęsorka”, the third volume of “Ryjówka przeznaczenia”
by Tomasz Samojlik. Following the publication of a comic book for children
a year earlier, Berenika Kołomycka starts her original series for the youngest:
–“Malutki Lisek i Wielki Dzik” (Egmont Polska) with the album “Tam”.
2016 “Pani Detektyw Sowa” by Adam Święcki starts new series of comic books
for children, entitled “Trochę hałasu z głębi lasu” (Tadam). Other comic books
published at the same time are “Najdalej”, the second volume of “Malutki Lisek
i Wielki Dzik” by Berenika Kołomycka and “Pełna automatyzacja”, the tenth
volume of “Rewolucje” by Mateusz Skutnik, again scripted by Jerzy Szyłak.
The National Centre for Culture publishes an original combination of comics and
reportage. Three artists illustrated Marek Miller’s text “Papież i Generał” (The
Pope and the General), each from the perspective of another character: Jacek
Frąś – the Pope, Przemysław Truściński – the General, Krzysztof Ostrowski – Miller.
Another publication is a science fiction and fantasy comic with original characters:
Kredek the mole, Artur the crow, Edward the spider and Ummo the cyclope. Aliens
also appear in this book. “Wpatrzeni ze wzgórza” (Staring from the Hill) by Norbert
Rybarczyk (Centrala), also available in English and French, is characterized by
its vividly colourful cartoon style and original narrative solutions.

The second cartoon for children by Karol Kalinowski, “Kościsko” (Kultura Gniewu),
is – similarly to “Łauma” – full of magic. This time the protagonist, Maks, who
moves into a weird town with his dad, is surrounded by strange creatures from
Slavic mythology and Yotvingian beliefs.
Tomasz Samojlik starts a new series for children, “Umarły Las” (Agora S.A.),
scripted by Adam Wajrak and following the convention of a Western. Marcin
Podolec publishes “Morze po kolana”, a comics drama with elements of a reportage
(Wielka Litera). Sebastian Skrobol draws a mainly silent, magical, horrifying,
mysterious and fairy tale-like album “Mute: on/off” (Wydawnictwo Komiksowe).

by M. Skutnik, “O międzywojniu”, the third volume of “Praga Gada” series and
“Las NieUmarły”, the second volume of “Umarły las”, by T. Samojlik, “Świt”, the third
volume of the series “Malutki Lisek i Wielki Dzik”by B. Kołomycka and “Pan Łasuch
Miś”, “Pan Elegant Lis”, “Pan Kawalarz Wilk” – three subsequent volumes of the
series “Trochę hałasu z głębi lasu” by A. Święcki.

2017 “Napalony na komiks” by Andrzej Janicki (Ongrys), containing his previous
zine publications (mainly science fiction and fantasy, with a number of new
works), hits the market.

2018 “Nieistnienie”, the seventh volume of “Bler” by Szłapa and “Stary Testament”,
the fifth volume of Skutnik’s “Morfołaki” are released as well as “Zguba Zębiełków”,
the fourth volume of “Ryjówka Zagłady” and “Zew padliny”, the third volume
of the series “Umarły las” by Samojlik and “Tamtędy”, the fourth volume of
the series “Malutki Lisek i Wielki Dzik” by Kołomycka. Other releases include
“Pani Reporterka Mysz”, the fifth volume of Święcki’s “Trochę hałasu z głębi
lasu” and “Myszy i Smok” – the second and third volume of Kalinowski’s
“Borka and Sambor”.

Kultura Gniewu publishes M. Turek’s “Bellmera. Niebiografia” – an oneiric, silent
comic which, as the name suggests, is not a classic autobiography, but an
interpretation of certain events from Hans Bellmer’s life which made him grow
as an artist.

Moreover, another (fourth) volume of “Praga Gada. Wiechem raz!” is published
– the first comic adaptation of Wiech Wiechecki’s columns, written in the 1930s
following his interviews with Praga neighbourhood dwellers. The features were
illustrated by Sławomir Kiełbus, Edward Lutczyn, Mirosław Urbaniak and others.

Jacek Frąś draws Wanda Hagedorn’s biography based on her script. “Totalnie
nie nostalgia. Memuar” (Wydawnictwo Komiksowe/Kultura Gniewu) is a story
of a patriarchal family and oppressive society. As an allusion to autobiographical
graphic novels by Alison Bechdel, Frąś even borrows one frame from her. His simple,
unimposing, minimalistic lines and greyish, subdued colours clearly expose
absurdities of that period.

Mateusz Skutnik publishes “Apokryfy”, the eleventh volume of “Rewolucje”
– 21 different stories set in the series universe, scripted by, among others,
Daniel Gizicki, Berenika Kołomycka, Tomasz Pstrągowski, Rafał Skarżycki or
Jerzy Szyłak. “Zwrotnik Panny” by Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz and Michał Kalicki,
a very poetic, emotive psychological drama, is published by Timof comics.
Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz uses delicate, uneven, sketchy lines to illustrate
this story – not only about a lonely girl at the seaside, but about a universal
need for intimacy.

“Kwaśne jabłko” by J. Szyłak and J. Karpowicz (Timof comics) comes out in 2017 –
a shockingly realistic comic on domestic violence. At the same time, Karpowicz
publishes the first volume of a crime comic “Anastazja”, scripted by Magdalena
Lankosz, with intriguing, meticulous, colourful and striking frames – sometimes
full-pagers. Wojciech Stefaniec and Daniel Odija publish neon-coloured “Stolp”
(Wydawnictwo Komiksowe), a comic book combining crime story, dystopia,
futuristic thriller, science fiction and cyberpunk. Two volumes of the collective
edition of all episodes and books “Osiedle Swoboda” by M. Śledziński, the third
volume of “Na szybko spisane: 2000−2010” and the collective edition of “Na szybko
spisane: 1980−2010” are published by Kultura Gniewu.
Marcin Podolec publishes “Ostatni ogród”, the first volume of postapocalyptic
series for children “Bajka na końcu świata” (Kultura Gniewu) and Muzeum
Początków Państwa Polskiego (Museum of Early History of Poland) in Gniezno
starts publishing “Borka and Sambor”, a historical educational series of fantasy
comics for children. Volume one – “Postrzyżyny” – illustrated by Karol Kalinowski
and scripted by Elżbieta Żukowska, combines the legend about Piast Kołodziej
(Piast the Wheelwright) and his son Siemowit with the mythical creature of
the Lord of the Forest.
Other publications of 2017 include “Psie imperium”, the sixth volume of “Bler”
series by Rafał Szłapa and “Nowy Testament”, the fourth volume of “Morfołaki”

Lighter, strictly entertaining comics appear as well, like Karol Kalinowski’s
“Furkot” (Sheptooha) – brightly coloured, with simplified lines and background
with reduced details. It is an absurd and violent space opera about a banished
cosmic king cat who found himself on a weird planet.

The latest Polish comics.
Status as of the end of 2018
On the one hand, fifteen years is not a long period of time (Skutnik’s “Rewolucje”
is just a year younger!); it has been enough, however, for new genres to emerge
in Polish comics. There have always been Polish satirical, humoristic, adventure,
fantasy or science fiction comics; currently, however, there are at least a few
subgenres: steampunk (again: “Rewolucje”), cyberpunk (“Stolp” by Wojciech
Stefaniec) or space opera (“BiOCOSMOSiS” by Nikodem Cabała). Moreover, Polish
comics include drama, action, erotic, psychological, horror, thriller, crime and
dark crime as well as weird fiction comics – e.g. Sebastian Skrobol’s “Łauma”,
Karol Kalinowski’s “Kościsko” and Berenika Kołomycka’s “Wykolejeniec”. Those
exceptionally weird and bizarre comics display features characteristic for both
horror, fantasy and science fiction; their mythical or paranormal background
usually adds up to the undefined atmosphere of doom and gloom.
Text: Kamila Tuszyńska, PhD

The latest Polish comics also include historical comics, toying with the convention
of historical “truth” – not limited to the ones published by the Institute of National
Remembrance, but also all other comic books processing historical facts in some
way. Polish – finally! – autobiographical (“Totalnie nie nostalgia. Memuar”),
biographical, parabiographical (“Bellmer. Niebiografia”) or even pseudobiographical
(“Jak schudnąć 30 kg? Prawdziwa historia miłosna” by Tomasz Pstrągowski and
Maciej Pałka) comics constitute a similarly broad category. Some comic books
have animals as their protagonists (with “Kapitan Sheer” on one and “Jutro będzie
futro” on the other end of the spectrum) or the superhero theme processed in
various ways (“Bler” by Rafał Szłapa, “Biały Orzeł” by Maciej and Adam Kmiołek,
“Bradl” by Tobiasz Piątkowski and Marek Oleksicki). Erotic comics, still very scarce,
are published along with public interest comics, such as “Narko” by Krzysztof
Ostrowski and Dana Łukasińska, aimed at education in the field of psychoactive
substances and addictions.
Nowadays, Polish comics series are so extensive, they allow for spin-offs – stories
derived from the main thread. There is only one condition: all action must take
place in the same universe. Polish spin-offs include “Ludzie, którzy nie brudzą sobie
rąk” by Stefaniec, “Niedźwiedź” by Śledziński, “Apokryfy” by Skutnik or the stories
included in Cabała’s “BiOCOSMOSiS” anthologies. Each of them either expands the
storyline or is totally independent. Another phenomenon is crossovers, the comics
where protagonists from different series meet. The most spectacular example
is “Jan Hardy 0: Ostatnia Krucjata” with the characters of Jan Hardy, Dąb Bartek,
Niedźwiedź Wojtek, E.P.A.R. with ROTA XXI division, the protagonists of “Konstrukt”
and “Robotnicy” series.

Thanks to Centrala publishing house, Tomasz Samojlik’s (“Forest Beekeeper” and
“The Treasure of Pushcha”), Mateusz Skutnik’s (“Blacky. Four Of Us”) and Maciej
Sieńczyk’s (“Adventures on a Desert Island”) comics, as well as a debut album by
Norbert Rybarczyk (“Staring from the Hill”) and Gosia Herba and Mikołaj Pasiński
(“Fertility”) were released in the UK.
In France, Steinkis published an album by Anna Hegedorn and Jacek Frąś (“Pas
de retour en Ostalgie”); “Fugazi Music Club” by Marcin Podolec was issued by
Gallimard in France and by Egmont Graphic Novel in Germany; La boîte à bulles
published “Voyeurs” by Marcin Podolec and Daniel Chmielewski.
Szymon Kudrański is the first Pole who drew a superhero; however Batman is
but one of a number of characters he has created for DC Comics and Marvel. Piotr
Kowalski, operating simultaneously in the American and French markets, is the first
Pole who drew Hulk for Marvel; Katarzyna Niemczyk is the first female illustrator
of Polish origin in Marvel’s history.
Currently, Polish comics is a work of four generations, Papcio Chmiel (born 1923!)
being the most senior cartoonist. Thus, the reader is able to choose a comic based on
the author’s age – the artist born at the beginning of the 1960s draws in a different
manner than someone born three decades later. Similarly to literature and movies,
comics may be selected by various categories: author, genre, theme, convention
(realistic or grotesque), style (precise, schematic, German expressionism, sketch),
recipients (children or adults) or even black and white or colour version. We can
also make our choices by simply having a glance at first – a method which never
fails in case of illustrations.

Until recently, the only Polish illustrators with global recognition had been Grzegorz
Rosiński and Zbigniew Kasprzak. Now, many Polish artists work for foreign publishers,
e.g. Rafał Szłapa, publishing in American anthology “Hope”, Robert Adler, who works
for American publisher BOOM! Studios, Marek Oleksicki, operating mainly on the
American market – more and more Polish artists are gaining recognition abroad.
On the francophone market, Krzysztof Gawronkiewicz was published by, among
others, Casterman, Glénat or Arte, Daniel Grzeszkiewicz by a French publisher
Gédéon, Mirosław Urbaniak has drawn for a Belgian publisher Caravelle/Glénat,
and French Akileos published – before release of the Polish version – “La Cite des
Chiens” by Jakub Rebelka and Yohan Radomski.
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COMICS – THE POLISH WAY
Text: Wojciech Łowicki

Seems like comics has already found its place on the Polish art scene – winning public and
critical acclaim, selling a number of percentage points better every year and generously
co-financed by the Ministry of Culture and National Heritage. Is it really that good?

Long gone are the days when journalists asked experts questions like “Is comics
art?”. Nobody considers comics artists solely craftsmen or representatives of the
secondary league anymore. One fact should be noted, however: the absence of
adult readers browsing through comic books in public. It is normal in the US or
Japan, but not in Poland and we will probably still have to wait for that several
years, or even decades. It seems that only comics events (like the International
Festival of Comics and Games in Łódź) or pop-cultural festivals (e.g. the Warsaw
Comic Con) provide opportunity to enjoy free and natural contact with the comics,
admitting being a fan – or even showing off. Many of us are ashamed of spending
time watching those colourful pictures. Where does that approach stem from? It
has historical background. During communist times in Poland, it was a common
preconception that picture books are targeting mostly children - with a few
exceptions, like statistical yearbooks with tables containing Soviet coal mining
records or anatomy manuals for medical studies undergraduates. Adults were
not supposed to read books for children, unless to their kids, too young to read
on their own. Pictures were associated with being infantile, therefore even the
books for young adults had been devoid of illustrations. Serious publications should
not have contained illustrations, unless absolutely necessary and justified by the
content. Even the covers were very modest, although aesthetic.
Communist times left their toll on the attitude to comics, also as a result of
propaganda aimed at inducing aversion and disdain towards it. This repulsion
to printed drawing was a straightforward reflection of the authorities’ approach
towards American pop culture, considered vulgar and tasteless by the post-Soviet
countries. The reason behind was politics – affecting, especially in the case of
a totalitarian government – the whole reality, including culture. These were
difficult times, not only for comics fans, but everyone living in that period, from
jazz musicians to private entrepreneurs. Socialism did not allow for anything
born overseas, in the US. Even the term “comics” had been censored – the name
“picture story”, more homely and safer, was used instead. At the beginning of
communist times, the turn of the 1940s and 1950s, no comics were published
whatsoever. As time had passed, in the letters to editors the readers expressed
their wish to read entertaining stories and comic-like drawings shyly started
to emerge, without the characteristic “bubbles” and captions under frames,
only later getting the features of a modern comics. This was also the case of the
biggest – as it turned out later – icon of Polish pop culture, “Tytus”.
It was 1957 and the Soviet Union launched the first Sputnik spacecraft. Such event
was the only opportunity to get approval for publishing the first episode of cosmic
adventures drawn by Henryk Jerzy Chmielewski, today known as Papcio Chmiel.
The editors plucked up their courage only when a minor son of a top brass member
of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers’ Party’s (KC PZPR) Press
Department gave his dad a positive review of Tytus, Romek and A’ Tomek’s space
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travel story he read in a scout magazine “Świat Młodych”. A moment later a phone
call came from the Press Department with the following message: “My son really
loved it. It seems useful. You can continue”. That is the story behind publishing further
episodes of Papcio Chmiel’s comics, previously buried deep in the drawer, which
later worked their way up the press ladder to the top of the pop-cultural Olympus.
The works of Chmielewski and other authors reached unprecedented circulation.
This was another communist absurd: the comics loathed by the authorities had
become one of the most popular form of entertainment among the teenagers
of that time. Communists were aware of the fact that young people would read
comics anyway and import them from abroad illegally, due to absence in the local
market. Thus, Polish equivalents were created, with a collective hero instead of
an individual, Soviet cosmonautics instead of space worlds, etc.
The publishing market crashed after 1989, following restoration of economic freedom
in Poland. Polish comics did not follow the free market economy and, instead
of growing, like in the West, it started to dwindle and finally went underground.
Inexperienced presidents of the newly-founded companies wanted to make
profits and issued comics in gigantic circulation, forgetting the fact that it is
not the number of copies which determines comics popularity but the quality of
illustrations and a gripping storyline. Cheap workforce employed for illustrations
usually had neither idea about the comics art, nor the artistic skills. It was even
worse in the case of scriptwriters. No wonder most of the copies ended up as
waste paper – thanks to that, despite their low artistic value, they became unique
rarities and collectors’ gems.
During those years, difficult for Polish comics, there have been, however, some
bright spots. The activities of the groups of comics fans and lovers hidden in the
artistic underground became a seed for change. In Poland, the 1990s mark
the birth of a modern comics. New ideas were initiated by rebellious, skilled artists,
who presented their works in underground club publications - photocopied or
sometimes even copied by hand.
Pioneers, like any artistic avantgarde group, had to search for an ideological
enemy around them. Communism had fallen and it was no longer a threat.
However, new authority emerged – the Church. At that time, Catholic church
began to interfere with nearly all spheres of social life. This resulted in the
young artists giving an exceptionally unfavourable image of clergy in their
iconoclastic works. It is especially visible in the zines by Krzysztof “Prosiak”
Owedyk, where a priest plays the role of a villain and a public enemy. Owedyk
was a forerunner of this type of publications, distributing copies of his zine
(“Prosiacek”) among friends, who later passed them on – that is how a network
of recipients was being built.

The earliest attempt at breaking with the underground style of publication was
the emergence of the monthly magazine “Awantura”. Since the legendary “Relax”,
it was the first professionally edited magazine. Unfortunately, as it turns out later,
the only one this decade.
Another important press title of that period is the opinion-forming “AQQ” having
originated from the brochure “Comics News Service from Poland” (1991−1993).
It was “AQQ” where all the nowadays acclaimed artists published for the first time.
Undoubtedly, the most important date for the history of Polish comics was
February 2, 1991. – the first Comic Artist Convention (I Konwent Twórców Komiksu)
in Kielce. Although only around 30 people participated in the event, it gave rise
to the operation of the International Festival of Comics and Games in Łódź, with
over twenty thousand fans attending nowadays. For nearly thirty years the event
has been a mecca for comics pilgrimages and a dream come true for the artists
wishing to exhibit their work and meet fans.
Another two significant events took place in the mid-1990s. First, the pioneer
exhibition “Komiks polski 1957−1991” in a state museum (Toruń) presenting
post-war history of comic art in our country. Then, thanks to its follower entitled
“Współczesny komiks polski 1991−1997”, the multi-coloured and multi-layered
artistic palette of Polish comics, stepping far beyond the scene (the exhibition
was displayed in many galleries not previously associated with comics) was
fully exposed for the first time.
Comics in Poland has undergone revolutionary transformation. New themes, lesser
known, or even unknown before, appeared in illustrations: politically engaged
comics, first postwar erotic comics and a total innovation: martyrdom comics,
represented especially by Zin Zin Press, a publisher supported, among others,
by the Institute of National Remembrance and the Warsaw Uprising Museum.
Comics of strictly Polish origin, aimed at the youngest readers, started coming
out as well. With time, they have pushed out foreign works (previously dominating
in this category). Contemporary Polish artists no longer stand in the shadow of
their Western counterparts. Quite the contrary: showing their exceptional talents,
they are successful competitors on one of the most important markets – the US.
Also, the classics of the communist era have never ceased to work, delivering
new, often outstanding pieces, to their fans. Number one is undoubtedly Papcio
Chmiel – nearly 100 years old – whose newest boards have exceptionally fresh
colours and multi-layered storylines.
As many other disciplines, comics has become commercialized. Still, it must be
admitted that it is based on healthy principles. Apart from independent authors
(mainly operating online), there are publishers employing professional artists with

impeccable skills, ready to work on any given topic. All this works to the benefit
of the modern reader, who is thus provided with a wide spectrum to choose from.
The market has become professional.
It is worth noting another important change here: a new type of fan emerged,
apart from the collector of comics albums – a fan of original comics. This global
trend has finally reached Poland, too. The professional market of comics art started
just a few years ago. The prices of original boards, previously undervalued or
terrifyingly low, have soared. The dark side of this aspect was the appearance
of long-lost, usually in suspicious circumstances (during the communist times),
original copies – due to their current high price and the resulting eagerness
to make money. Fortunately, such situations were rare.
In the last decade, the prices of the boards (i.e. original, single copies) have
increased by even a few hundred percent. For example, comic strips (short
newspaper episodes) by Janusz Christa, available a couple of years ago for
PLN 50, now reach even PLN 3,000 – 4,000. It is worth mentioning the record
breaker, “Tytus, Romek and A’ Tomek”: the cover of the 20th book of the series
was auctioned in Desa Unicum auction house in 2015 and reached the prize
of nearly PLN 80,000. Other classics sell well, too: Mieczysław Wiśniewski
(“Kapitan Kloss”), Szarlota Pawel (“Jonka, Jonek i Kleks”), Tadeusz Baranowski
(“Profesorek Nerwosolek”), Zbigniew Lengren (“Profesor Filutek”), Janusz
Christa (“Kajko i Kokosz”). The usual reason behind is nostalgia and longing for
childhood heroes, whose portraits can be hung on a wall. Apart from a “romantic”
collector, another category is an investor who purchases not only the objects
suiting their subjective taste, but the ones with a potential for bringing future
profits. Like any emerging market, the comic auctions had surprisingly high
prices at the beginning, which later slowed down its increase. Nowadays, the
prices have normalized, meaning they answer the real demand indicating the
development into a mature and conscious market. Undoubtedly, the works of
middle-aged generation, still underrated nowadays, will increase their value
in the auctions to come.
Nowadays, the art scene, in its tendency to briefly summarize everything that
surrounds us, becomes very close to comic narration. The comics itself, as any
other artistic direction, may be both kitsch, a failed attempt at gaining publicity, or
an unquestioned work of art with capacity of widening the horizons or changing
the opinions of its recipients. The most important thing is to give artist a chance,
trying to understand what he or she is trying to say or just admiring the lines which
create new worlds thanks to the untamed artistic imagination. Contemporary
“comics” is a very broad category, referring both to a short story, aimed at making
the readers laugh and a multi-volume philosophical work, posing most serious
questions about humanity.
Text: Wojciech Łowicki

The newest publications allow us to hope that comics is heading an interesting direction
and any difficulties are only temporary. We can be proud of Polish art, developed by
means of cooperation between generations. Classics join forces with newcomers,
passing the knowledge and creating something unique together. Readers value this
more and more, reaching not only for contemporary artists but also creativity of the
old masters who are already gone and their work done. Thanks to the competitions
organized to commemorate the old-time heroes, their memory is kept alive and many
new, unconventional things emerge based on their concepts or style, combining tradition
with the requirements of modern iconography. For example, the works by Janusz
Christa have been reissued and thus can still function in the collective imagination.
They are also promoted thanks to the Festival of Popular Culture “DwuTakt” in Toruń,
during which a Golden Cup – a prize in Christa’s name for special achievements in
the field of popularization of the comic art – is awarded.
The works by an exceptional illustrator from Bydgoszcz, Jerzy Wróblewski, have
also been revived. His comic books have been published by Ongrys publishing
house, in cooperation with the artist’s archivist, Maciej Jasiński. Although the author
himself will not draw anymore, his legend and art are alive. Moreover, there are
followers who – like him – are passionate about comics and would draw at any
cost. This will also certainly bear fruit. New adventures of Binio Bill, the character
created by Wróblewski years ago, are already in the making (great illustrations
by a modern satirist, Jarosław “Jaro” Wojtasiński). This way, younger artists pay
tribute to their mentors. Who will become the new master of Polish comics? It is
not the right time or place to address this question. The waiting list is very long.

Łódź, November 2018
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ANDRZEJ

JANICKI
ajanicki.blogspot.com
– born in Bydgoszcz
– he lives and creates his works in Bydgoszcz
– he specializes in comics, illustrations and graphic design

“Comics appeared in my head in the early childhood. I could not imagine that
I would be doing anything else. A motto for the younger generation: you do not
have to be a master to begin, you have to begin to become a master”.
He graduated from the Secondary School of Fine Arts in Bydgoszcz, specialization: decoration, in 1986. He has
taken part in many comics exhibitions, including in France, Italy, Portugal and Poland. He has published his
works in many magazines and anthologies. He is recognized as one of Bydgoszcz classics of the Polish comics,
together with Roman Maciejewski, Jacek Michalski, Andrzej Nowakowski, Krzysztof Różański, Michał Śledziński
and Jerzy Wróblewski.
The most important publications: comics magazine titled “Awantura” (story, art and cover), Horus, 1990/1991;
“Świat Gier Komputerowych” (story and art), Egmont, 1993/1994; “Antologia Komiksu Polskiego” (art), Egmont,
2000; “1981: Kopalnia Wujek” (art), story by M. Jasiński, Zin Zin Press, 2006; “Red” (story and art), Ongrys, 2017;
“Andrzej Janicki – Napalony na komiks” (story and art), Ongrys, 2017.
The most important awards and distinctions: distinction in the competition for an economic comic, Fundacja
Forum Obywatelskiego Rozwoju, Warsaw, 2008; subsequent distinctions in the same competition in 2015 and 2018.
The techniques used by Andrzej Janicki have changed over the years. At first, he drew his works using a pencil
and put in colour with tempera or colour ink; after some time, he started drawing with ink or felt pens and add
colour only digitally.
What has remained unchanged is bold and strong strokes giving his characters expressive faces, sometimes
bringing them close to the convention of a poster.
Owing to his masterful use of light and shadows, his characters placed against a relatively flat background are
given an exceptional effect of roundness and, as a result, resemble reliefs.
Janicki uses page geometry in an extreme manner by choosing an unusual composition, where certain panels
seem to be thrown onto a page one after another, like photos onto a table.
What is also present are borders and diagonal panels; sometimes, a single image can be trapezoid instead of
traditionally rectangular. His frequent tricks include putting speech balloons or onomatopoeias outside a panel,
in borders, which is an area that does not belong to the presented story according to the cartoon convention.
All those graphic solutions increase the dynamics of the story.
Janicki’s recognizable style fits well both the grotesque and the realistic convention. Although the artist seems to be
created for science fiction albums, in particular drawing of cosmos, strange creatures and technical achievements,
he has also worked on historic cartoons and created a series for children.

HPA
Red

Cover of a collection
of short cartoons from
the “SFera” magazine.
Story: Andrzej Janicki.
Published by: Ongrys, 2017.
2017

ANDRZEJ JANICKI

HQA

Kranz

Published in the “Świat Komiksu” magazine, no. 31.
Story: Łukasz Chmielewski. Published by: Egmont, 2003.
2003

ANDRZEJ JANICKI

HRA

Pustka

One of the pages from “Pustka” from the “Antologia komiksu polskiego –
Człowiek w probówce: komiks, etyka, medycyna” anthology.
Story: Łukasz Chmielewski. Published by: Egmont, 2004.
2004

ANDRZEJ JANICKI

HSA
Red

Page from the collection of short comics from the “SFera” magazine.
Story: Maciej Jasiński. Published by: Ongrys, 2017.
2017

ANDRZEJ JANICKI

HTA

Tribute to Tadeusz Baranowski

“Na wypadek wszelki Woda, Soda i Bąbelki (oraz Kudłaczki)”.
Story: Andrzej Janicki. Published by: Ongrys, 2010.
2010
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HUA

Przypadek Rajmunda K

Third version of my favourite comic from the “Andrzej Janicki. Napalony na komiks” album.
Story: Andrzej Janicki. Published by: Ongrys, 2017.
1998

ANDRZEJ JANICKI

HVA

Alien – tribute to HR Giger

Illustration from the “Andrzej Janicki. Napalony na komiks” album.
Story: Andrzej Janicki. Published by: Ongrys, 2017.
1996

ANDRZEJ JANICKI
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There are over 1,000 works by 161 Polish illustrators in the gallery.
Ultimately, the gallery will include nearly 5,000 works and will present the work of over 500 Polish artists.

Support the artists. Respect copyrights!
All illustrations have been published upon the artists’ consent.
The content included in the album is protected with copyrights.
Copying and using of the content included in the album (texts, illustrations, graphics, etc.) requires a written consent of the publisher.

